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Elite Pianist is one of the best selling piano plug-
ins available today. With new variants coming out

all the time, new presets, new features and
numerous improvements, Elite Pianist is still the

best platform for modern and vintage piano
sounds. Elite Pianist follows the latest sound

design philosophy, and the new 6.0 update brings
4 new sounds: Piano, Electric Piano, Electric
Organ and Electric Grand. We have added all

these new sounds to the pianist tab, so that piano
fans can easily switch to piano sounds, and . Elite
Pianist is an easy, enjoyable and professional way

of making your own piano samples or adding a
unique style to your music. Elite Pianist has a

large number of built-in effects such as
compressor, delay, reverb, chorus and EQ.

Stylistically, the built-in effects can be modulated
by using the modulation wheel and the transpose
function on the keyboard. Each piano string has a
separate effect and it's easy to add an additional

string. The easy interface allows you to customize
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the pianist's appearance, assign effects to all or
selected note, add effects to a selected string,

assign a volume envelope or LFO, assign an audio
channel, change the instrument's panning position
or modify the piano's MIDI velocity. This piano
plugin is the best way to create your own piano
patches or add something unique to your tracks.
You'll be sure to love the way it sounds once you
find your perfect combination of notes, effects

and mood. Feel free to contact us at info@analog-
lab.co.uk for more information about Elite

Pianist. For all other inquiries or if you have any
questions, please use the contact form on our

website. We look forward to hearing from you!
Elite Pianist comes as both a Windows and Mac
compatible VST, VST3 and AU plug-in, for both

32 bit and 64 bit. Features: · 8 piano samples
including: Bass, Amp Piano, Electric Piano,

Electric Organ, Electric Grand, Piano 1, Piano 2
and Electric Piano 1. · 6 built-in sounds: Standard,

Stereo Chorus, Stereo Flanger, Stereo EQ,
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Multiple Note FX and LFO FM · Adjusts with
five parameters for each string: Vibrato rate,
Amplitude, Pitch, Tone and Leg 3da54e8ca3
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